INTRODUCTION
Go! is a multi-paradigm programming language that is oriented to the needs of programming secure, production quality, agent based applications. It is multi-threaded, strongly typed and higher order (in the functional programming sense). It has relation, function and action procedure definitions which can be grouped into modules or object class definitions. Threads execute action procedures, calling functions and querying relations as need be.
In this short paper we describe some of the features of Go!. We illustrate them by sketching how it can be used to implement a simple multi-agent application comprising hybrid reactive/deliberative agents interacting in a simulated ballroom. The agents' reactive and deliberative components are concurrently executing threads which communicate and coordinate using belief, desire and intention dynamic relations. We believe such a multi-threaded agent architecture represents a powerful and natural style of agent implementation, for which Go! is well suited.
Action rules
The locus of action in Go! is a thread ; each Go! thread executes a procedure. Procedures are defined using nondeclarative action rules of the form:
The first action rule that matches some call, and whose test is satisfied, is used; once an action rule has been selected there is no backtracking on the choice of rule.
The permissible actions of an action rule include: message dispatch and receipt, I/O, updating of dynamic relations, the calling of a procedure, and the spawning of any action, or sequence of actions, to create a new action thread.
Threads can communicate and coordinate their activities by asynchronous thread-to-thread message communication.
Each thread has its own buffer of messages it has not yet
Copyright is held by the author/owner. AAMAS '03, July 14-18, 2003, Melbourne, Australia. ACM 1-58113-683-8/03/0007. read, which are ordered in the buffer by time of arrival. Threads in the same Go! invocation, hence in the same agent, can also communicate and coordinate using shared dynamic relation objects used as Linda tuple stores. For example, an access call Rel.memw(Trm) will suspend, if need be, until Trm is added to the extension of the Rel object by some other thread.
An action Msg >> To sends the message Msg to the thread identified by the handle To. To look for and remove from the message buffer a message matching Ptn sent by a thread From the receive action Ptn << From can be used. To look for any one of several messages, and to act appropriately when one is found, the conditional receive:
is used. Both forms of message receive suspend if no matching message is currently in the message buffer, causing the thread to suspend. It resumes when such a message is received.
MULTI-THREADED DANCER AGENTS AT A BALL
At our agent 'ball', we have male and female dancer agents, a band agent that 'plays' music for different kinds of dances, and a directory server that enables the agents to discover one another. The dancers 'arrive' asynchronously, registering as they arrive. The band 'plays' each dance tune for a period of time, and 'rests' for a short interval between each dance. It announces these activities by messages sent to each currently registered dancer.
Following a BDI model, each agent has a bel, a des and an int dynamic relation. The bel relation contains beliefs about other dancers, such as what dances they have registered that they want to do. The des relation contains unsatisfied dance desires such as toDance('polka',2) -to dance a polka two more times. The int relation holds its current intentions such as toDanceWith('polka','mary') -to dance the 'polka' with 'mary' the next time that dance is announced.
The internal execution architecture of each dancer agent comprises three threads -corresponding to the three key activities of the agent: a directory server interface thread, a negotiation thread and an intention execution thread. These threads communicate and coordinate using the shared dynamic relation objects: bel, des and int.
The directory server interface interacts with the directory server to publish its own dancer's description, including what dances it wants to do, and stores in its belief relation data about other dancers. It receives an update each time a new dancer 'arrives'. The negotiation thread uses the agent's current beliefs and unsatisfied desires to negotiate with other dancers in order to agree joint intentions to dance the next dance of a particular kind, e.g. the next polka. The intention execution thread coordinates the actual dance activities. The execution of the intention to dance a polka is triggered by receipt of a suitable announcement from the band. The intention execution thread also updates the dancer's bel relation so that it records whether or not the band is playing and what intentions have been fulfilled. The belief updates made by the other threads significantly effect the behaviour of the negotiation thread.
A male dancer's negotiation thread
The procedures executed by the negotiation threads of our dancers are the most complex. They represent the rational and pro-active activity of the agent for they convert desires into intentions. In contrast, the intentions execution and directory interface threads are essentially reactive activities.
A male dancer's negotiation thread must decide which unsatisfied dance desire to try to convert into an intention and which female dancer to invite to do the dance. This may result in negotiation over which dance they will do together, for the female who is invited may have a higher priority dance desire. Remember that each dancer has a partial model of the other dancer in that it has beliefs that tell it the desires the other dancer registered with the directory server on arrival. But it does not know the priorities, or which have already been fully or partially satisfied.
The overall negotiation procedure is satisfyDesires:
satisfyDesires() -> {bel.notw(bandPlaying(_))}; (chooseDesire(Des,FNm), \+ (belief.mem(bandPlaying(_)) | belief.mem(ballOver)) *> negotiateOver(Des,FNm,ngtThOf(FNm))) 1 ; {bel.memw(bandPlaying(_))}; satisfyDesires().
The first action of satisfyDesires is the notw call. This is a bel query that will suspend, if need be, until any bandPlaying( ) belief is removed by the intention execution thread that is 'listening' to the band. This is an etiquette of our agent ball, a negotiation can only start during a dance interval.
There is then an attempt, by negotiation, to convert into intentions to dance with some partner as many currently unsatisfied dance desires as possible. Each negotiation is with a named female FNm whom the male dancer believes shares the desire. Before each individual negotiation starts there is a check that the band has not re-started or announced that the ball is over -both events will be have recorded as a belief by the intention thread. When the negotiation loop terminates, the dancer checks that the band has restarted and waits if not. (It does this to ensure there is only one round of negotiations in any dance interval.) At the next dance interval the chooseDesire returned answers will almost certainly be different because the beliefs, desires and intentions 1 *> is Go! 's forall , \+˜is not-proveable, and | is disjunction.
of the dancer will have changed. Even a re-negotiation with the same female may now have a different outcome, because of changes in her mental state.
Below we give one possible definition of chooseDesire. Different male dancers could have different definitions, corresponding to different priorities.
